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June 15th – July 30th 2016 

z2o Sara Zanin Gallery is pleased to present Rain Come  Down! – Domesticated environments – the Hungarian 

attitudes, a group show curated by Zsolt Petrányi featuring works by Zsófi Barabás, László Hatházi, Tibor Iski Kocsis, 

Hajnalka Tarr, Kata Tranker, Zsofia Szemzo 

The exhibition deals with how humans relate themselves to their environment. This environment can be natural, 

political, historical, or the urban landscape. The approach is a global phenomenon, a shifting paradigm that involves 

artists elaborating their relationship with their references, the artistic context or the life what is given to them by the 

circumstances they are born into. The „background” is not chosen, but defined by where we come from, what 

perspectives and developments are rooted in the places we come from. The title, Rain Come Down! is expressing an 

active will to control happenings, to overcome natural and civilised processes by artistic practices - in original, I found 

this line in an American rap-song. 

Hungarian art such a metaphor describes different kind of creative behaviour approaches such as the re-using of 

media materials, memories, historical traumas, maps, photographs or everyday motives. The part of Europe where 

Hungary is located has a ever present history because of the changes of the near past. Not just the change of the 

governmental system in 1989, when the socialistic states started their slow development to liberal capitalism and 

democracy, or the extension of the United Europe, but also the recent shock of the wave of immigrants, who have 

been using our countries and a transit zone towards the rich countries of Europe. The influx of mass migration has put 

the mid-generation in a conflicted situation. The career opportunities related to the flow of information and the 

freedom to travel is contradicted by growing nationalism within states and the support for right wing ideologies.   

The artists have different political ideologies despite been from nearly the same generation. Even the last 40 years of 

Hungarian art history brought different important trends from conceptualism to new expressivity of paintings, the 

artists starting their career after the millennium  are facing with the dilemma what this unity of the European 

countries or the mixing of religious ideologies will bring to our societies. The question turns them inwards to find 

solutions by the analysis of their own environ, or to feel consciousness on questions of general issues like the growth 

of urban population or the symbiosis with nature or different ethnics. 
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